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Optimum Distribution of Producer Milk
Among Markets and Class Uses
In Louisiana
D. C. Williams, Jr., and William H. Alexander
Department of Agricultural Economics
INTRODUCTION
Fluid milk is a bulky and highly perishable commodity. The relatively
low value-volume ratio for milk makes it expensive to ship long dis-
tances. This characteristic, together with sanitary requirements sur-
rounding its production and distribution, has resulted in most of the
milk being produced near centers of consumption. Generally speaking,
the best interests of handlers, consumers and producers are served when
handlers receive an adequate supply of milk from local producers.
Reports from state and federal fluid milk marketing agencies in Lou-
isiana show that during the last few years the aggregate volume of milk
received from producers who regularly supply handlers in the state has
been greater than the quantity sold in Class I. This does not mean, how-
ever, that all handlers or all markets have received adequate supplies
during all seasons of the year. For example, the reports show that, des-
pite the aggregate surplus of producer milk, some handlers in all mar-
kets have utilized "other source" milk in meeting their requirements for
Glass I sales.
Objectives of the Study
The primary purpose of this study was to determine the optimum
distribution of producer milk among markets and use classifications in
Louisiana so as to yield maximum net returns to local producers from
the sale of such milk.^ The results of the study should be useful to all
who are interested in production, distribution and consumption of milk,
including farmers, handlers, marketing specialists, market administrators,
consumers, and others.
The specific objectives of the study were:
(1) To determine whether or not the current volume of milk mar-
keted by local producers could be distributed in such a manner
that all handlers in the markets could be amply supplied with
milk for their present Class I needs during all months of the
year.
(2) To determine if, by a reorganization of present market channels,
a greater volume of producer milk could be placed into Class I
utilization and thus could return a higher net revenue to local
producers.
iLocal producers are considered to be those producers who regularly supply Lou-
isiana markets with milk.
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(3) To determine the optimum movements and allocation o£ pr(
ducer milk among marketing areas and/or production areas t
provide maximum net returns for local producers.
Method of Analysis
The transportation model of the linear programming technique wi
used in analyzing the flow, or movement, of milk. This method di
termines the least cost of transferring a specified amount of a commodil
from specific origins to specific destinations.
Formal Assumptions
The important formal assumptions for the transportation model ai
as follows:
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(1) "Resources and products are homogenous." This statement meaiM
that milk from markets with a reserve can be used in deficit markets.
(2) "The supplies of resources or products available at the varioi
origins and the demands of the various destinations are known; ani
total demand is equal to total supply." This assumption is necessary bl
cause the model does not allow for accumulation or depletion of invei|
tories. However, where the amount of excess is greater than deficit, c
vice versa, this situation is handled by the use of dummy reserves c
deficits. !
(3) "The cost of (or profit from) converting resources to products c
moving the commodity from origins to destinations is known and is ii
dependent of the number of units converted or moved." In this analys
it is assumed that (a) the cost of transferring milk is a function of di
tance, (b) the unit cost is the same for all areas and (c) the unit cost
:j
independent of volume of movement or the direction of the transfer.
|
(4) "There is an objective to be maximized or minimized." In thji
study the transfer costs were minimized.
|
(5) "Transportation from origins to destinations, or transformation
from resources to products, can be carried on only at non-negative levels.
These assumption are shown in algebraic form in the Appendix.
In problems of this nature more than one optimum allocation c
distribution (more than one distribution with the same mimimun tran
fer cost) is possible. The technique used will detect and indicate th
various alternative optima if they exist."^
The volume of milk received from producers and the volume of mil
sold in Class I were determined for all Louisiana markets. Where th
volume sold as Class I was greater than the volume of milk received fror
producers, the market was considered as "deficit" with respect to pre
ducer milk. Where the volume of milk received from producers wa
greater than the volume sold as Class I the market was considered to hav
an excess of producer milk, an "excess" market.
2Earl O. Heady and Wilfred Candler, Linear Programming Methods, (Iowa: Th
Iowa State College Press, 1958) , pp. 339-340.
sCalculations were made on an IBM 650 computing machine. The computer pn
gram was written by International Business Machine Corporation, New York. Th
program is unique in that it will detect and indicate alternate optima when they exis
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A central point in each market was selected, based primarily upon the
dispersion of population and location of milk plants. The marketing
areas were delineated into areas in which the same group of handlers
were competing for the sale of bottled or bulk milk in all or part of the
area. The excess supply of milk was allocated from the central points of
ithe excess markets to the central points of the deficit markets. An alterna-
dve solution of the problem was made in which milk was allocated from
the points of production to markets.
This study deals primarily with distribution or flow patterns of pro-
ducer milk. The three distinct distribution systems or plans considered
were as follows:
(1) The "current" system of distribution;
(2) The optimum distribution of producer milk from excess to
deficit markets which is called in this context the "inter-handler
system" of distribution; and
(3) The optimum distribution of producer milk from areas of pro-
duction to handlers and it is called the "producer-handler system"
of distribution.^
It would seem logical to present the current, the inter-handler and the
producer-handler systems as separate sections. However, to compare each
of the other systems with the one currently used, this procedure would re-
quire repetition because of the time periods for which data were avail-
able. Therefore, (in an attempt to avoid undue repetition) the inter-
handler system is presented in connection with the current system, fol-
lowed by a comparison of the producer-handler system with the current
system and a comparative analysis of the three systems.
Limitations of the Study
Certain limitations are inherent in most studies. Some of the more im-
portant ones in this study are outlined.
The first limitation arises from the fact that utilization of milk in
Class I (because of changes in inventories) may vary slightly over time.
Total receipts and sales of milk within a given month include inventory
variations and overages. Therefore, if disposition was not made in the
same classification in which the variation occurred, utilization would be
distorted by the extent of such variation.
The second limitation arises from the fact that milk sold within
marketing areas, as shown in this study, may include a small amount of
overlapping or cross sales between areas. Also, there was some double
counting of producer milk due to inter-handler transfers. Such quantities,
however, were generally small. The delineation of marketing and supply
areas was somewhat arbitrary. Some desirable data were not available,
i Finally, each market or source of supply was represented by a single
'point in an area. This is one of the mechanical requirements of the
transportation model necessary for computational purposes. This fact
4The "producer-handler system" as used herein should not be confused with a so-
called producer-handler as sometimes identified in the dairy industry. In this context
it refers to the pattern of movements of milk from dairy farmers to milk processors.
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may cause minor differences between actual transfer costs and the (
timated transfer cost.
Source of Data
Data used in this study were obtained from audited marketing repor
(monthly and annually) of the market administrators of the Feder
Milk Marketing Orders in the state and from the Louisiana Depai
ment of Agriculture and Immigration, Division of Milk Testing.
All of the milk marketed in the state was included in the study wii
the exception of a relatively small amount handled by producer-handler?
Also a small quantity of milk was produced in the state and sold 1
producers to handlers outside of the state. This volume was not include
in this study. A considerable quantity of milk was received regularly 1
Louisiana handlers from producers in Mississippi, Texas and Arkansa
Such receipts were included in this study. Some milk was sold to co
sumers outside of the state by handlers located in the state, and this w;
included in the study. Some milk was sold to consumers in the state l|
handlers located outside the state. These sales were not included. Hot
ever, it is generally known that these volumes were relatively small an
that the volume of milk brought into the state by handlers and the volun
sold out of the state by Louisiana handlers were approximately equal.
Definition of Terms and Market Description^
Louisiana was divided into five milk marketing areas. They were tf
Northern, Central, Southwest, Southeast and New Orleans Marketir
Areas. New Orleans was the largest and Central was the smallest markt
in the state in terms of population, number of producers, number (
handlers and the volume of milk received and sold by handlers.
Milk received by handlers in Louisiana is identified according i
whether it is obtained from local producers or other sources. *Troduc(
receipts" refer to that milk received by handlers from milk producer
"Other source" receipts in this study refers to all other milk and mil
products received by handlers from any source other than from pr
ducers.
Under Louisiana regulations milk sales by handlers are classified int
four use-class categories as follows:
"Class I includes all milk utilized in regular bottled products, incluc
ing bottled cream, concentrated milk, and all other milk not specifica
ly accounted for in any of the other classifications. Class I-A includ<
all milk utilized in flavored drinks, plain buttermilk, and eggnog . .
Class I-B includes all milk transferred between handlers for use i
Class I on which a handling and transportation charge is applied . .
Class II includes all milk utilized in ice cream; frozen dessert mi]
cottage and cream cheese; butter; evaporated, condensed and powde
ed milk; and all other manufactured dairy products not required t
sProducer-handler means a dairy farmer who operates a milk distributing plai
in which only his own production is processed,
eProducer-handler and inter-handler systems are defined on page 5.
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be made from Grade A milk."^
For this analysis, Classes I, I-A and I-B were combined into Class I.
This was done so that Classes I and II under the state order would be
comparable to similar classifications used in the Federal Milk Marketing
Orders. Class I then is that milk used for consumption in the fluid form,
either in bottles or bulk, and Class II milk is used in manufactured milk
products such as ice cream, cottage cheese, butter, and all other manu-
factured dairy products.
Table 1.—Average Number of Producers and Average Daily Delivery of Milk to
Handlers by Marketing Areas, and State Total, Louisiana, 1955-59
Northern^ Central
Average Daily Average Daily
Year Number of Delivery Per Number of Delivery Per
Producers Producer Producers Producer
No. Pounds No. Pounds
1955 649 505 92 449
1956 646 567 84 511
1957 657 598 81 564
1958 615 633 73 5'83
1959 573 711 84 614
Southwest Southeast
Year
Average Daily Average Daily
Number of Delivery Per Number of Delivery Per
Producers Producer Producers Producer
No. Pounds No. Pounds
1955 680 375 815 360
1956 638 407 797 424
1957 686 454 87'8 434
1958 696 487 544 602
1959 662 551 455 633
New Orleans Louisiana
Number of Average Daily Average Daily
Year Producers Delivery Per Number of Delivery Per
La. Miss. Producer Producers Producer
No. Pounds No. Pounds
1955 1,891 709 316 4,835 376
1956 1,754 720 361 4,639 406
1957 1,543 715 395 4,559 444
|1958 1,544 834 391 4,306 469
1959 1,478 697 446 3,948 527
^Prior to August 1958, data for the Shreveport and Northeast Louisiana Marketing Areas were
summed for the two areas. Since that time the combined areas constituted the Northern Louisiana
Marketing Area under Federal Order No. 66.
Source: Louisiana Annual Milk Marketing Report, 1959, (Division of Milk Testing, Louisiana De-
partment of Agriculture and Immigration).
7David R. Daniel, Louisiana Annual Milk Marketing Report (Baton Rouge, Lou-




In Louisiana, milk is purchased from producers on the basis of it
weight and butterfat content and priced in accordance with its class use i
Since Class I milk has a relatively fixed demand it commands the highes
price. Class II milk may be diverted into nonfluid uses, thus receives ;
lower price. A major purpose of the classification system is to permi
surplus milk (classified as Class II) to be sold within a given marke
without causing a serious break in the Class I price structure. >
The number of producers shipping milk to handlers in the fiv
|
markets has declined from 4,835 in 1955 to 3,948 in 1959 (Table I) . O]
\
the other hand, the average daily delivery per producer increased fror
;
376 pounds in 1955 to 527 pounds in 1959. Proportionately the numbe j
of producers was 18 per cent less in 1959 than in 1955, while the a\ i
erage daily delivery per producer was 40 per cent greater. Also the tota 1
volume of milk received from producers in 1959 was greater than in 1955 i




1955 1953 1957 1958 1959
Figure 1 shows that producer receipts and Class I sales in Louisian
have been increasing. Producer receipts and Class I sales were 21 and 2j
per cent greater, respectively, in 1959 than in 1955. In the most recenj
five-year period, seasonality of producer receipts and Class I sales ha]
usually exhibited bimodal peaks in the spring and in the fall.
j
For the state as a whole, producer receipts were greater than Class i
sales every month from 1955 through 1959 except in February 1958. Yell
handlers in some markets received less milk from producers than they soil
in Class I. Figure 2 shows that there was less variation for producer rel
8 I
Figure 2.—Milk Received from Producers and Class I Sales by Handlers in Louisiana,
I





ceipts than for Class I sales during 1959. Likewise producer receipts ex-
ceeded Class I sales during all months. Despite the apparent adequacy
of producer receipts milk to supply all Class I needs, some Class I sales
were derived from other source milk. Figure 2 also shows there has been
a tendency to level out seasonality of producer deliveries since 1951.
9
Factors that undoubtedly inlluenced the change include: (1) th(
"base-excess" plan which was put into effect in the state around 1950,
and (2) the "supply-demand" adjustment provision that has been ii
, force part of the time in the New Orleans Marketing Area.^
'I
The Northern Louisiana Marketing Area and the New Orleans Mar
keting Area operate under Federal Milk Marketing Orders.^^ The re
maining markets are regulated by the Louisiana Milk Audit Law. Thi
act does not provide for the establishment of minimum prices to pro
ducers.^^ Both the Federal Orders and the Louisiana Milk Audit Lav
have provisions designed to allocate producer milk to the highest us(
class within a plant, but they do not provide for allocation of produce
milk among markets. One hypothesis of this study is that producer mill
has not been allocated among handlers in Louisiana in a manner thai
would maximize net returns to local producers.
|
CURRENT AND OPTIMUM FLOW OF PRODUCER
MILK BETWEEN LOUISIANA MARKETS
Marketing Areas
The state of Louisiana was divided into five different milk marketing
areas. ^2 These areas together with their designated central points are if
lustrated in Figure S. A central point was selected within each marke
on the basis of the dispersion of population and location of milk pasteuriz
ing plants. During the five-year period 1955-59 some of these marketim
areas were not adequately supplied with milk from local producers dur
ing all months of the year. When area deficits existed, supplies wen
generally drawn from sources outside the state or from other handler
8The "base-excess" plan is a method for deliberately modifying the seasonal flo\i':
of milk, usually to flatten out the seasonal supply curve, or maintain a relatively con ii
stant relationship of producer receipts to Class I sales. It uses to a large extent dis!
criminate pricing features to accomplish its objectives. For a more detailed explanatioil
of the "base-excess" plan see: William H. Alexander and Albert Ortego, Jr., Opera\'
tion of Base-Excess Plans Under State and Federal Regulations in Louisiana, (Louisianij
Agricultural Experiment Station D.A.E. Circular No. 212, August, 1957) . I
sUnited States Department of Agriculture, Order Amending the Order, Regulatint
the Handling of Milk in the New Orleans, Louisiana, Marketing Area, (Washington
D.C.: Agricultural Marketing Service, January 27, 1960) , p. 5.
loA Federal Milk Marketing Order is a regulation issued by the Secretary of Agl
riculture at the request of dairy farmers. It regulates the handling of milk by placinji
certain requirements on milk dealers who sell milk in the area. It requires that dair|
farmers regularly supplying the market be paid not less than certain minimum price
established in accordance with the fonn in which it is sold. It requires payment t<
producers on the basis of a uniform price.
' 11A State Milk Marketing Order was issued in December 1960, which establishe(;
identical minimum prices to be paid to producers by all handlers in the state foj
milk sold in Class I. This order also established a minimum Class II price to al|
handlers. It also has provisions designed to allocate producer milk to the highest us<l
class within a plant. It does not provide for allocation of producer milk among markets'
i2The Northern and New Orleans Markets are regulated by Federal Milk Marketl
ing Orders and the Central, Southwest and Southeast Markets are regulated by th(|
Louisiana Milk Audit Law. The data were reported by marketing areas.
10 i
Figure 3.—Milk Marketing Areas of Louisiana and Designated Central Points.
within the state. This suggested that sufficient producer milk might be
available to supply the needs of all markets for Class I use. If this hypo-
thesis were true, then all markets might be adequately supplied with milk
from local producers by a change in the system of distribution.
As a first step in the analysis, the amount of excess and deficit milk
was determined for each market area, by months, during 1959. The op-
timum flow of milk from excess markets to fill the needs of deficit mar-
kets was determined by the inter-handler system.^^ The formal assump-
tions of the transportation model were set forth on page 4. It was further
assumed that no barriers existed to prevent the movement of milk be-
tween markets. Each market area was assumed to be represented by a
fixed point, called the central point. The transfer rates were assumed to
be: (1) proportional to distance, (2) identical per unit in all areas, and
(3) independent of volume hauled or the direction of transfer. The dis-
tribution of producer milk from farm to market was taken to be the same
as was reported in 1959.
Distance and Transfer Costs Between Markets
Actual transfer costs are difficult to obtain. There are various methods
i3The inter-handler system is defined on page 5.
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of estimating distance and costs. For the purpose o£ the present studyji
transfer costs were estimated, based on 2.18 cents per 1,000 pounds peJj
highway mile. The rate was obtained from a study by the United State;
Department of Agriculture.^^
The distance between the central points of each market is shown ir
Table II and the estimated transfer costs in Table III. The transfer cost
Table II.—Mileage Between Central Points in Milk Marketing Areas in Louisiana^
Market Areas
Market Areas Northern Central Southwest Southeast New Orleans
Northern 0 127 239 238 319
Central 127 0 112 111 192
Southwest 239 112 0 106 149
Southeast 238 111 106 0 81
New Orleans 319 192 149 81 0
^The distances were computed from the mileage shown on Texaco Touring Map of Louisiana
(Chicago: The N. M. Gousha Co., 1959).
Table III.—Estimated Transfer Cost Between Central Points of Milk Marketing Area
in Louisiana
Market Areas
Market Areas Northern Central Southwest Southeast New Orleans
— — — Dollars per Thousand Pounds —
Northern 0 2.77 5.21 5.19 6.95
Central 2.77 0 2.44 2.42 4.19
Southwest 5.21 2.44 0 2.31 3.25
Southeast 5.19 2.42 2.31 0 1.77
New Orleans 6.95 4.19 3.25 1.77 0
shown are assumed to approximate total transfer cost. However, th(
actual transfer cost may vary because of inter-firm or intra-company trans
fers. A change in the transfer cost would not affect the optimum distri
bution pattern provided that the change was proportional between eacl
origin and each destination and that the transfer cost was not greatei
than the difference between the Class II and Class I prices. In this stud]
the estimated transfer costs were always less than the difference betweer
Class I and Class II prices within and between each alternative market
Relationship of Milk Supplies to Class I Sales
For seven months in 1959 the Northern Market received more mill
from producers than was needed for Class I requirements but was deficit
for the five remaining months. The Central Market was under-suppliecj
with producer milk every month of 1959. Producer deliveries exceedec
Class I sales during four months and were less than Class I sales for eigh'
months in the Southwest Market. The Southeast Market was inade
quately supplied with producer milk during only two months. Produce!
deliveries exceeded Class I sales during all months in the New Orlean?
Market Area (Table IV) .
,
i4Louis F. Herrmann, "Geographic Structure of Milk Prices," The Market ant['
Transportation Situation, (United States Department of Agriculture, Agricultura






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table IV shows the amount of excess or deficit milk supplies in each
market and the movements of milk from or into the market under opti-
mum distribution by the inter-handle}' system. For example, the Northern
Market was deficit by 1.3 million pounds in January. By reading across
the row for January, one sees that the Northern Market under optimum
conditions would have received 1.3 million pounds, the amount of its
deficit, from the New Orleans Market. When a market had an excess,
under optimum distribution, part or all of the excess would have been
Figure 4.—Seasonal Flow Pattern of Producer Milk Among Markets to Place Maximum
Volume of Such Milk in Highest Use Class.
shipped to deficit markets. This situation was also the case in July for the
Northern Market. The Northern Market had an excess of 909,000 pounds
in July and under optimum distribution 52,000 pounds of milk would
have been shipped to the Central Market. Since transfer cost would not
have been minimized by shipping milk from the Northern Market to an-
other market for Class I use, 857,000 pounds would have remained in the
market for Class II use.
There were essentially four major flow patterns for the year (Figure}
4) . Minor flows (shown in Figure 4) were from excess markets supplying
18
part or all of the requirements for deficit markets for only one month
during the year.
Since in the aggregate there was a net excess of producer milk over
Class I sales during 1959, the optimum solution did not permit some ex-
cess markets to dispose of their entire excess to a deficit market. In such
cases the excess milk remained in the market or production areas in
which it originated. New Orleans was the only market under the opti-
mum solution that retained excess milk every month during the period
under analysis.
Since the historical data showed that the volume of Class II sales in
each market was greater than the volume of excess producer milk, it was
assumed that the excess milk remaining in a specific market could be
utilized for Class II products.
Transfer Costs and Returns from the Inter-Handler System
The total volume of excess milk in the state was 107 million pounds
in 1959. For the same period the aggregate volume of deficit within all
markets was 13 million pounds. Assuming no change in milk use char-
acteristics, through the optimum distribution pattern shown above 13
million pounds of producer milk could have been transferred from Class
II use to Class I use. Under these conditions the excess would have been
reduced to 94 instead of the 107 million pounds shown in the market
statistics.
Estimated minimum transfer costs and total returns from such trans-
fers together with net returns resulting from the inter-handler system
are shown in Table V. The additional returns resulting from a shift of
milk from Class II to Class I use was determined for each month. This
was done by subtracting the Class II price in the excess market from the
Class I price in the deficit market (where the excess was transferred) and
Table V.—Estimated Costs and Returns from the Optimum Distribution of Producer
Milk by the Inter-Handler System, Louisiana, 1959
Total Minimum
Month Total Returns Transfer Net
from Transfer Costs Returns
Dollars
January 103,022 18,829 84,193
February 75,456 12,899 62,557
March 21,184 1,667 19,517
April 13,634 1,082 12,552
May 9,206 690 8,516
June 6,227 518 5,709
July 5,978 484 5,494
August 11,203 973 10,230
September 16,847 1,214 15,633
October 38,490 4,459 34,031
November 24,249 1,962 22,287
December 49,528 7,864 41,664
Total 375,024 52,641 322,383
19
i
multiplying that differential by the volume of milk transferred. The
estimated additional returns resulting from an optimum allocation of
producer deliveries would have been |375,000 less the total minimum
transfer cost of $53,000 or a net increase of $322,000 to local producers
during 1959. Table V also shows that the greatest benefit from such
redistribution would have occurred during the months of December,
January and February. On the other hand, added net returns would have
been lowest during May, June and July (Table V)
The net returns from optimum distribution of producer milk might
deviate slightly from this estimate for the following reasons: (1) transfer
costs might have deviated from the estimates used; (2) all handlers were
not located at a single central point as assumed; (3) at times, some
handlers in a given market received excess producer milk while other
handlers were deficit.
CURRENT AND OPTIMUM DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCER
MILK FROM PRODUCTION AREAS TO MARKETING AREAS
As was noted earlier, producer milk was not distributed among mar-
kets in such a way as to utilize the maximum amount of such milk in
Class I during 1959. The optimum distribution was accomplished by
synthetically allocating producer milk from excess to deficit markets.
The objective at this point is to determine whether or not a change
in the flow pattern from producers to handlers would result in a smaller
transfer cost in allocating producer milk among markets and class uses
than was obtained under the inter-handler system of distribution. Opti-
mum distribution of producer milk from areas of production to mar-
kets where needed could be achieved more easily at present than five
years ago. This is a result of the increase in use of bulk milk tanks
on farms. With few exceptions, the remaining can receiving facilities
are at a few country receiving stations, which are operated by pro-
ducer cooperatives. The milk is received in cans at these stations and then
loaded into bulk tanks for transfer to handlers' plants.
Period Used for Analysis
Ideally, the data needed to show the optimum flow of milk from
farms to market would be the daily production and sales of milk by each
producer for each day of the year. Unfortunately, audited production
data were available for individual farms by parishes only for the base-j
forming period; therefore, the base-forming period was chosen as thel
time period for determining the optimum distribution of producer milkj
from production areas to marketing areas. The base-forming period of the
fall of 1958 was chosen because the bases established at that time would!
apply during the base-operating period in 1959. Also, this was the most
recent base-forming period for which data were available
As shown in Table V, the fall months were generally when supplies
were shortest in the deficit markets. The base-forming period is generally
a period of low seasonal production. It is set to encourage producers
20
o modify the normal seasonal pattern of production by increasing pro-
luction during the base period and lowering production during periods
v^hen surpluses are most acute.
The base-forming period for the Northern Market was from Sep-
tember through December and the base-operating period was February
hrough July. The Central, Southwest, and the Southeast Markets had
he same base-forming period as the Northern Market, but their base-
)perating periods were from January through August rather than Feb-
uary through July. In the New Orleans Market the base-forming period
vas from October through February, and the base-operating period was
ilarch through August. Inasmuch as average daily producer deliveries
\^ere approximately the same in the New Orleans Market during the en-
ire period from September, 1958, through February, 1959, it is logical
o assume that the volume of established bases would be the same for
hat market if calculated for the September-December period or the
dentical time period for the other markets.
Number and Locations of Producers Associated
With Milk Markets of Louisiana
Location of producers and volume of production were determined in
')rder to delineate production areas. The total number of producers, by
[)arishes or counties, associated with milk markets in Louisiana during
he 1958 base-forming period is shown in Figure 5. It also shows the total
laily base pounds of milk per parish or county, and the source of milk
upply for Louisiana.
Louisiana milk handlers secured the major proportion of their Class
milk requirements from 4,032 base-holding producers during 1959. Pro-
lucers with bases established during the 1958 base-forming period were
distributed geographically as follows: Louisiana, 3,252; Mississippi, 765;
\.rkansas, 6; and Texas 9. Louisiana producers held bases equaling 82.6
)er cent of the aggregate daily delivery base of 2.0 million pounds. The
iverage daily Class I sales in Louisiana (for the same period) were 1.9
jnillion pounds (Table VI) . Thus, the total average daily base was 106
per cent of the average daily Class I sales. The average daily base es-
ablished by Louisiana producers was 87.8 per cent of the average daily
Ulass I sales in all markets of the state. Louisiana production was not suf-
icient to supply Class I sales requirements during the base-forming period
)f 1958. However, the total volume of milk produced by producers hold-
ng bases in the five Louisiana market areas would have been adequate
luring that period had it been properly distributed.
Producers in Mississippi who shipped to Louisiana markets had a low-
^r percentage of their milk utilized in Class I than did the average Lou-
jsana producer. The reason was that Mississippi producers shipped pri-
narily to the New Orleans and Southeast Markets. These two markets
vere excessively supplied during 1959—particularly the New Orleans
Market, where most of the Mississippi producers shipped. However, the
Figure 5—Number of Producers and Total Daily Base Pounds Established in Louisia i





Upper Figure - Represents number
of producers.
Lower Figure - Represents daily
base established in
thousand pounds,
^Less than one thousand pounds.
Louisiana producers shipping to the New Orleans Market received th
same class utilizations as Mississippi producers because the market Wc
operating under a market-wide pool. Other Louisiana producers shij
ping to deficit markets, however, received a higher Class I utilizatior
thereby resulting in a higher Class I utilization for the average produce
in Louisiana.
Figure 5 shows that the greatest concentration of production by base
22
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Table VI.—Average Daily Base Established by Production Areas and Class I Sales by












Thousand Pounds — — — Thousand Pounds
293 Northern 412 -0- 119
I 110 110
II 98 Central 78 20 -0-
V 49 49
/ 242 Southwest 375 -0- 133
/I 128 Southeast 301 -0- 173





Total 2,013 1,894 1,241 1,122
^The base-forming period was September through December 1958 for each of the marketing areas
xcept the New Orleans marketing area, which was October 1958 through February 1959. It was
ssumed that the base-forming period for the New Orleans market was representative of the base-
orming period for the other markets.
lolding milk producers supplying Louisiana markets was in Southeast
L.ouisiana and Southwest Mississippi. The average daily base established
3y producers residing in Tangipahoa and Washington Parishes in Lou-
;iana and the contiguous counties of Pike and Walthall in Mississippi ac-
:ounted for 42.5 per cent of the total average daily base established with
dl markets of Louisiana during the base-forming periods. The New Or-
eans Market handled almost half the state's total milk supply. The sales
/olume of Class I milk was greatest in the New Orleans Market. Yet the
:oncentration of production was lowest in that marketing area.
Basing Points for Production Areas^^
Production areas were delineated for the purpose of ascertaining the
imount of milk produced within the areas. Because it was necessary to
assume only one basing point for assembling milk by handlers in each
marketing area, dividing the territory into 1 1 production areas would
provide a meaningful basis for determining the optimum flow patterns.
The markets in which given producers held bases served to delineate the
production areas and the central points from which distribution was
made. The production areas, the selected base point for each area, the
daily base, and the number of producers are illustrated in Figure 6. The
production areas will be referred to by numbers.
The location of the production areas and the base delivery point for
each area were based on density of milk production and the current
location of milk receiving and cooling stations and milk processing
plants. The location of milk producers and the concentration of pro-
!
i5For the purpose of ascertaining optimum distribution of producer milk from
production areas to market, each production area was assumed to be represented by a




iuction associated with the milk markets of Louisiana during the base-
orming period of 1958 are shown in Figure 5.
Distance and Transfer Costs Between Each Production
Area and Each Marketing Area
The distance between the central point of each production area and
;ach marketing area is shown in Table VII and the estimated transfer
:ost in Table VIII. As noted earlier, the transfer cost was computed as
M8 cents per 1,000 pounds per mile distance. In Table VIII there is no
Table VII.—Estimated Mileage Between Central Points of Milk Marketing Areas of
Louisiana and the Production Areas^
Marketing Areas
Production South- South- New
Areas Northern Central west east Orleans
0 127 239 238 319
I 105 92 204 184 265
II 127 0 112 111 192
,V 186 94 94 138 243
/ 239 112 0 106 149
/I 238 111 106 0 81
/II 319 192 149 81 0
mi 276 180 179 73 86
X 296 191 187 81 94
262 166 193 87 100
275 179 214 108 121
^Mileage was obtained from Texaco Touring Map of Louisiana, (Chicago: The N. M. Gousha
]o., 1959).
Fable VIII.—Estimated Transfer Cost Between the Central Points of Milk Market
Areas of Louisiana and the Milk Production Areas
Marketing Areas
Production South- South- New
Areas Northern Central west east Orleans
— — — Dollars per Thousand Pounds — — —
I 0 2.77 5.21 5.19 6.95
II 2.29 2.01 4.45 4.01 5.78
III 2.77 0 2.44 2.42 4.19
IV 4.05 2.05 2.05 3.01 5.30
V 5.21 2.44 0 2.31 3.25
VI 5.19 2.42 2.31 0 1.77
VII 6.95 4.19 3.25 1.77 0
VIII 6.02 3.92 3.90 1.59 1.87
IX 6.45 4.16 4.08 1.77 2.05
X 5.71 3.62 4.21 1.90 2.18
XI 6.00 3.90 4.66 2.35 2.64
transfer charge shown from some production areas to specified markets,
due to the assumption that the total volume of milk produced in each
production area was concentrated at one fixed point and that the total
demand for milk by handlers in each marketing area was concentrated
25
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at a fixed point. For example, Shreveport was used to represent tl:
central point for the Northern Louisiana Marketing Area. Shrevepo
was also used to represent the central point for Production Area
Therefore, there was a zero transfer charge from Production Area I
the Northern Marketing Area. However, there was a transfer charge b
tween Production Area I and each of the other marketing areas. In ordi
to determine realistically the total shipping cost of milk from farms
market, an allowance must be made for the cost of getting the milk i
the specified central point. This was not necessary, however, in ord
to determine the optimum flow of milk from the given production are
to the given marketing areas since the cost of assembling milk to the cei
tral point would not be changed by, nor affect, the flow pattern.
The Producer-Handler System
In the producer-handler system of distributing producer milk, tl
supply was assumed to be concentrated at the basing point in the pr
duction areas and the demand for Class I milk is represented by, or coi
centrated at, a central point in the marketing areas. The following a
11







^This does not show the flow patterns of the alternate distributions which are essentially th
same and which are shown in Table IX.
26
umptions were also made: (1) where basing points for production
ireas and the central points of the marketing area were identical all milk
produced in such area would be allocated to that area first, up to the
Aolume necessary to fulfill the requirements for Class I sales, and (2)
he Class I and the Class II prices in each market were the same as in
^very other market. The realism of the latter assumption is shown by the
act that the State Commissioner of Agriculture was petitioned at a public
rearing held in Baton Rouge on March 29, I960, April 1, 1960, April
}, 1960, and April 20-21, 1960, by the various producer cooperatives of
'he state, to establish the same minimum price to be paid producers for
^ilk sold in Class I by handlers in all the marketing areas of the state.^^
The daily base established by production areas and the daily Class I
ales (for the base-forming period of 1958) by marketing areas are shown
n Table VI. The optimum distribution (or flow) of producer milk by
he producer-handler system for Class I sales is shown in Table IX and
n Figure 7.
The estimated minimum cost of transferring the milk from all of the
)roduction areas to market was $2,402 per day. Solution by the program
nodel showed that there were six alternative optima (different distribu-
ion patterns with the same estimated minimum transfer cost of $2,402) .
The right hand column and the bottom row under each optimum in
fable IX shows the total Class I sales requirements by market areas and
he total volume of producer milk supplied by each production area, re-
pectively. The cells in the main body of the table, representing the
[uantity of milk, shows the routing of milk from the production areas to
he marketing areas. For example, the number in the cell at the inter-
ection of the row for the Southwest Market and the column for Area V
hows that 242,000 pounds of milk was shipped from Area V to the
louthwest Market. Blank cells indicate that these routes were not used
n the optimum distribution. The rows horizontally across the table
how the volume and source of supply for each market. For example, the
>Jorthern Market received 293 units of milk from Production Area I, 110
mits from Production Area II and 9 units from Production Area III, a
otal of 412 units which exactly satisfied the Class I sales' requirements,
likewise, the columns show the market distribution of the milk from each
)roduction area. For example, under Production Area III, 9 units would
lave been shipped to the Northern Market, 78 units would have re-
bained in the Central Market and 11 units would have gone to the
louthwest Market. This is a total of 98 units, the amount of milk pro-
iuced.
j
As was pointed out previously, when total supply and total demand
re not equal it is necessary to use a "dummy" or "slack" variable in a
inear programming model. The volume of producer milk was greater
han the demand for milk for Class I use; therefore, it was necessary to
16A state milk marketing order was issued in December 1960 which established
ientical minimum prices to be paid to producers by all handlers in the state for milk











































































































































































































































































































































use a dummy market. The dummy market was termed slack.^^ The e:
cess vohuue o£ milk, 119,000 pounds in each case in the optimum distribi
tions, goes from Production Area XI to slack. The disposition of th
excess milk will be discussed later. \
It is not unique to have several different routings of milk froi*
origins to destinations with the same minimum total transfer cost. Thes
are called alternate optima. Milk from four production areas, VIII, I>
X, and XI, pass through Hammond in transit to either the New Orlean
Southeast or Southwest Markets. Therefore, it is possible to have moi
than one combination of routing at the same cost, or alternate optim;
The primary reasons are: (1) milk from four production areas converge i
one point in transit to three markets; (2) transfer cost was considered d!
rectly proportional to distance and independent of volume; and (3)
was necessary that milk from four production areas be transferred to thL
three markets. I
In each of the alternate optimum distributions, the milk flowed frorl
Production Areas I, II, and III to the Northern Market. Part of thP
supply from Production Area III flowed to Northern, Central anj
Southwest Markets. Production from Areas IV and V flowed to thi
Southwest Market. Supplies from Production Area VI moved to th^
Southeast Market, and supplies from Production Area VII to the Net;
Orleans Market. There were six flow combinations for milk from Prcj
duction Areas VIII, IX, X, and XI to markets in the alternate optimf
distribution patterns. The corresponding volume of milk flow pattern
from the various production areas to the various marketing areas arl
shown in Table IX. The 119,000 pounds of excess milk which optimal!
flowed from Production Area XI to "slack" may be considered a "swin'
supply." That is, it could go to one of the nearby markets, such as th;.
Central Mississippi or the Mississippi Gulf Coast Markets, for Class
sales, if needed. If this were not possible, it could be used as Class II i]
one of the Louisiana markets.
Contrast of the Producer-Handler and the Current
|
Systems of Milk Distribution
|
For comparison with the optimum distribution or flow pattern ob
tained by the producer-handler system shown in Table IX and Figure 7;
the actual flow pattern by the current system of distribution is shown iij
Table X and illustrated in Figure 8. Under the current and producer
handler systems, the flow of milk from Production Areas I, III, IV, ant
V to marketing areas are the same. However, Tables IX and X shov
the volumes moving to the markets are different.
The total estimated transfer cost for the current system of distributim
producer milk from the production areas to the marketing areas wa
$2,689 per day. The total estimated transfer cost for the producer
handler system was $2,402 per day. In the producer-handler system 119,
i7For further explanation of the use of a dummy in transportation models of linea
programming, see: Earl O. Heady and Wilfred Candler, Linear Programming Methods
(Ames, Iowa: Iowa State College Press, 1958) , Chapter 10.
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|)00 pounds flowed from Production Area XI to "slack" at a transfer
:ost of zero because it was left in the production area. Because all of the
[nilk flowed to the market in the current system of distribution, it was
lecessary to move the 119,000 pounds to market for costs to be compar-
ible. It was moved to the nearest market for Class II use at an estimated
ransfer cost of $280. This would make the estimated optimum transfer
:ost $2,682 or slightly less than the estimated actual cost. However, it
nust be considered that in the actual flow the Northern, Central, South-
A^est and Southeast Markets were left deficit while a surplus of 211,000
aounds went to the New Orleans Market for Class II use. Thus, had the
3ptimum distribution occurred it would have resulted in an average in-
:rease in Class I utilization of producer milk of 92,000 pounds daily. It
is necessary then to consider the difference between the Class I and
Class II price in order to compute the increase in net revenue. The esti-
nated difference between the Class II and Class I prices was $2.75 per
100 pounds. This difference times the volume of milk shifted from Class
[I to Class I use (92,000 pounds) plus the difference between the es-
timated transfer cost for the current system and producer-handler system
yields an estimated increase in net returns of $2,537 per day. The net in-
:rease in returns shown is not a result of increasing total Class I sales,
out from replacing other source milk used in Class I with producer milk




COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS
This study suggests that a change in the flow of milk to markets so as
to allow maximum Class 1 utilization of producer milk at minimum trans-
fer cost would be profitable to dairy farmers selling to handlers in
Louisiana markets.
Comparison of Distribution Systems
Two possible systems of distributing producer milk in Louisiana were
investigated in this study and were compared with the current system.
They were: (1) the inter-handler system, which shows optimum transfers
of producer milk from the handlers in those areas receiving an excess
supply of producer milk to other handlers receiving less than their Class
I requirements; and (2) the producer-handler system, which shows the
optimum distribution of producer milk from production points to hand-
lers.
A comparison of (1) the current system, (2) the inter-handler sys-
tem, and (3) the producer-handler system of distributing producer milk
is provided in Table XI. This comparison is made on an average daily
basis for the base-forming period of 1958.
Under the current system, producer milk was not distributed among
markets in such a way as to allocate the maximum amount of such milk
to Class I use. Under the other two distribution systems, producer milk
was distributed among markets so as to minimize the cost of transferring
the maximum quantity of producer receipts to Class I use. An estimated
92,000 pounds of milk per day could have been shifted from Class II to
Class I use during the period.
Effect of Systems on Net Return
By the inter-handler system of distributing producer milk the es-
timated net increase in returns from such milk over the current system
was $2,200 per day or a total of $265,000 for the four-month period. All
of this increase would be the result of the shift of producer milk from
Class II to Class I use.
The estimated cost of transferring milk under the producer-handler
system was slightly less than under the current system. This difference in-
dicates inefficiency created primarily by cross-hauling of milk under the
current system of distribution. The combined net increase in returns
during the period by the producer-handler system of distribution was
estimated at $2,500 daily above the current system and $366 greater per
day than by the inter-handler system, or a total of $310,000 and $45,000,
respectively, during the four months. The major portion of the increase
over the current system was the result of the shift of producer milk from
Class II to Class I use and the rest was from savings in transfer cost.
Table V shows that it was not possible to shift as much producer milk
from Class II to Class I use during the summer as during the base-forming
period. Therefore, the increase in net returns on a yearly basis would
'not be proportional to the increase during the base-forming period. As
was noted earlier, production data were available for individual pro-

















































































































































































































































































ore, it was not possible to determine the optimum distribution pattern
if producer milk by the producer-handler system for the entire year,
lowever, the optimum distribution of producer milk by the inter-
landler system was determined by months for 1959. This analysis shows
hat approximately 13 million pounds of producer milk could have
)een shifted from Class II to Class I to replace other source milk. The
stimated additional returns to local producers resulting from such
optimum allocation pattern would have been |375,000 during 1959. This
mount less the total minimum transfer cost of |53,000 shows a net in-
rease of $322,000 for 1959. Limited observations suggest that, had the
iroducer milk been optimally distributed by the producer-handler sys-
em (from production areas to markets) , the net increase in returns
/ould have been even greater.
Effect of Highway System
The highway system in Louisiana had a considerable influence on the
iptimum flow pattern derived by the model. For example, by road it was
nly a few miles closer to the central points of the Central and Northern
/[arkets from the Southeast than it was from the Southwest Market. As a
esult there was only a slight saving in transfer cost by shipping to the
:;entral and Northern Markets from the Southeast rather than from the
outhwest Market when both had excess milk. Routes from Production
i^reas VIII, IX, X and XI to the New Orleans, Southeast, and Southwest
/[arkets converge at Hammond, a peculiarity which resulted in six al-
ernative optimum distribution patterns from production areas to mar-
ets for the base-forming period of 1958. These peculiarities allow some
reedom of choice and yet permit optimum distribution of producers'
nilk among markets. However, changes in such conditions would not re-
iuce the usefulness of the model in determining the optimum distribu-
ion.
Such changes as mileage between origins and destinations, transfer
ates, relation of producer receipts to Class I sales in the various mar-
.ets and changes in supply and/or demand would affect the flow pattern,
iut, with the applicable data the optimum distribution could still be
letermined through use of the model.
rhe Better Alternative
A change in the flow of producer milk by the producer-handler sys-
|em appears to be the more remunerative of the two changes investigated.
|t also appears to be the more logical of the two changes for the following
Reasons: (1) Handlers are required to pay for milk according to the use
jnade of it. Therefore, handlers do not usually lower their cost by using
j)ther source milk rather than producer deliveries for their Class I sales.
j;2) A handler receiving an excess of producer milk probably would not
transfer the milk to other handlers solely to increase the quantity of pro-
ducer milk going into Class I use if he could profitably utilize the ex-
ess milk for Class II products unless some provisions were made to pay
lim for the transfer. Therefore, the responsibility and initiative for
naximizing the Class I use of producers' milk would more logically fall
35
upon ihc producers acting through producer cooperatives qualified
hiw to market their members' milk. The incentive for producers to p
form this service likely would be greater than that of the handlers.
Changes Needed in Instilutional and Other Barriers
Some institutional and other obstacles may have to be removed beh
such a change in the flow pattern of milk in the state could take pla
Among these are: (1) It may be necessary to consider the state as (
milk marketing area instead of five, or to make some changes in curr
regulations under which these markets are operating. Diversion privile...
and methods of calculating base pounds may need to be changed sojs
to allow milk to move freely to plants where needed for Class I use. (2)|f
the state is still divided into five marketing areas instead of one, it may jei
necessary to allow a location differential for movement of producer m\
between markets for Class I use. That is, if a producer association |i
handler diverts producer milk from one market to another, a reducti'ij
m the producers' Class I price by an amount to cover the transfer o 1
1
might facilitate the optimum movement of milk. (3) Producers now -I
ceiving a relatively high Class I utilization may receive a lower Clas;l
utilization and thus a lower blend price as a result of such a change ii
the flow of milk (especially in a market wide pool) if the state is cci-
sidered one market. Thus, it may be necessary to develop an equital
method of payment to producers which would give consideration to
cation of the producer's farm in relation to pricing point for the mark
This method may require establishment of price zones with location d
ferentials to be applied to the location of the farm rather than to
ceiving stations.
However, if the milk were optimally distributed, as shown by tj;
model, the producers in a deficit market would still receive the same p.ji.
centage Class I utilization, provided their total production remained ui
changed in relation to Class I sales. The reason is that only enough pi'
ducer milk would flow to the deficit market to fill the needs for Class
use. This transfer would result in a greater Class I use of total produc
milk from excess markets. But, if the same flow pattern as shown fro^
production area to markets for the base-forming period were used on
yearly basis, producers now supplying deficit markets would probab
receive a lower percentage Class I utilization during flush productic
periods. Further study of these factors may reveal that they are not se:
ous obstacles at all, or that they could be overcome with relative ease.
It may require central control action to direct the movement
milk from farm to market as proposed by the optimum distribution p^
tern. There are at least two possible methods for accomplishing this o
jective. One is to assign producer deliveries to specific handlers on tl
basis of the base-forming period for an entire year. Another would be
allocate deliveries to handlers by bulk tank routes and change the d]
tribution pattern as the relationship of producer receipts and Class
isDifferences in farm prices for milk originating at different distances from t|
market. The price f.o.b. handlers plants would not be affected.
|
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lies change. It appears that the net increase in returns possible from
ptimum distribution of producer milk among markets would be suf-
ciently large to induce producer cooperatives to attempt the change. But,
modification of the current flow pattern will require a change of pro-
jucer-handler relationships.
In order to obtain optimum distribution it may be necessary for pro-
ucer cooperatives to obtain full supply contracts^^ with all handlers, or
^ least a willingness of handlers and producers to work together to^vard
btaining optimum distribution. Close cooperation among the producer
^operatives would be necessary. And, it may be necessary for them to




Algebraic Presentation of the Formal Assumptions
of the Transportation Model
Where the objectives are to minimize transfer costs, given the speci-
'ed requirements at destinations and amounts available at specified
rigins of a homogeneous commodity, it is necessary to kno"w the
allowing: (1) the amount available at each origin (Sj) , (2) the amount
squired at each destination (Di) and the unit transfer cost (Cij) from
ny origin (j) to any destination (i). The optimum allocation is ob-
lined ^\'hen the follo^ving conditions are met:
M X
(1) Minimize Zq = 2 S Cij Xij
i=l j = l
Subject to the restrictions.
N
(2) Di = % Xij
j=l
M
(3) Sj = Xij
i=l
N M
(4) % Di = X
i=l j=l
>
(5) Xij - 0
Sj
Equation (1) states that Zq is the minimum total transfer cost, Cij
the cost of transferring a unit of commodity from origin j to des-
^
nation i and Xij is the amount of product transferred from origin j to
j
19A full supply contract is where producer cooperatives contract with handlers to
,ipply them all the milk they need and only the amount they need. Under this ar-
mgement handlers are assured of a supply of milk and do not have the problem of
isposing of surplus milk.
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destination i. Destinations j = 1, . . . . , N and origins i 1, . . . . , |[,
The objective is to minimize the aggregate sum of products formed
multiplying the costs of transferring each unit of product by the amoi
of product transferred between the same areas. The transfer cost u;
in this study was 2.18 cents per mile per 1,000 pounds of milk hauled
Equation (2) states that the sum of quantities transferred from k
N
j
various origins to the i - th destination, t Xij, must equal toli
requirements, Di, of the i - th area. The volume of milk shipped fr«n
the various supply areas to a specified market must equal the demaid
for milk in the market.
Equation (3) states that the sum of quantities transferred from th
j
M
origin to the several destinations 1 Xij, must equal the supply i
i=l
product, Sj, available at the j - th origin. In other words the volu e
of milk shipped from any specified supply area to the various alternatje
destinations must equal the supply of milk in the supply area.
Equation (4) states that the total requirements, the sum of the
quirements of the different destinations, must equal to the total qu;;
tity supplied, that is, the sum of the supplies at the different origins.
Equation (5) states that transfers between areas cannot be carried i
at negative levels.
20ln situations where aggregate supply does not equal aggregate demand, fori
requirements of the model are met by the use of "slack" variables. In this study,
gregate supply was greater than aggregate demand, therefor, a "slack" variable \
used to account for the difference.
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